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A. R. JUNGHANS, D.Légrády1, B.Naumann3, K.Noak1, G. RUSEV, K.D. SCHILLING,R. Shlenk4,S. Shneider4, K. Seidel2, A. WAGNER, F.-P.Weiss 1,also 2Submitted to Nul. Instr. Meth. AThe radiation soure ELBE at FZD uses the eletronbeam to produe various seondary beams. Eletronbeam intensities of up to Ie = 1 mA at energies up to
Ee = 10 MeV an be delivered with a pulse width of5 ps at FWHM.With these parameters, the eletron beam allowsto generate sub-ns neutron pulses by stopping theeletrons in a heavy (high atomi number) radiatorand produing neutrons by bremsstrahlung photonsthrough (γ,n) reations. In order to enable measure-ments of energy-resolved neutron ross setions like(n,γ), (n,n′γ), (n,p), (n,α), and (n,f) at a time-of-�ightarrangement with a short �ight path of only a few me-ters, it is neessary to keep the volume of the radiatorfor neutron prodution as small as possible to avoidmultiple sattering of the emerging neutrons, whihwould broaden the neutron pulses. It is the primaryphysis objetive of this neutron soure to measureneutron ross setions �rstly for onstrution materialsof fusion and �ssion reators, for whih it is importantto selet materials with low ativation ross setions,and seondly for the handling of waste from suh rea-tors, espeially in order to �nd proesses whih trans-mute long-lived radioative nulides into short-livedand �nally stable ones. Furthermore, experiments anbe performed whih address problems of nulear astro-physis.The power deposition of the eletron beam in the smallneutron radiator volume of 1 m3 reahes up to 25 kW.This is suh a high power density that any solid high Znumber material would melt. Therefore, the neutronradiator onsists of liquid lead irulated by an ele-tromagneti pump. The heating power introdued bythe eletrons is removed through a heat exhanger inthe liquid-lead iruit. Typial �ow veloities of thelead are between 1 m/s and 5 m/s in the radiator se-tion. From the thermal and mehanial point of view,molybdenum turned out to be the most suited targetwall material in the region where the eletrons impingeon the neutron radiator.To redue the radiation bakground at the measure-ment position, the neutrons are deoupled from the ra-diator at an angle of about 90

◦ with respet to the im-pinging eletrons. Partile transport alulations us-ing the Monte Carlo odes MCNP and FLUKA predit

a neutron soure strength in the range of 7.9 ·10
12 n/sto 2.7 · 10

13 n/s for eletron energies between Ee = 20and 40 MeV. At the measuring plae 3.9 m away fromthe radiator, a neutron �ux of about 1.5 · 10
7 will beobtained. The short beam pulses allow for a neutronenergy resolution better than 1 % for neutron energiesbetween En = 50 keV and 5 MeV. The usable energiesrange up to about 10 MeV.The omplete setup has been installed in its �nal po-sition in hall 123 of the ELBE building. The lead loopand the beamdump sit on a lifter that brings the de-vie into position for the experiments, and that lowersit into a lead shield for radiation protetion in the pe-riods inbetween. The lifter was tested by raising andlowering it 40 times, giving deviations in vertial posi-tion of only 0.2-0.3 mm, and in horizontal position of0.2 mm orthogonally to the eletron beam and 0.7 mmin the diretion of the eletron beam.Supplies of ooling water, argon, pressurized air andheating have been installed. The stainless-steel neu-tron beam ollimator tube has been ast into the on-rete wall between the halls 123 and 111. Tungstenshutters to be used for sealing o� the neutron beam-line when using other experiment setups in hall 123are under onstrution.Several tests of �lling and emptying the lead loop on-�rm the funtion of the valves, and a one-week unin-terrupted run with heated lead demonstrates a stablemode of operation. An emergeny shutdown was alsosuessfully tested.The hut ontaining the data-aquisition eletronis isbeing installed on top of the experiment aves.A omprehensive report on the tehnial aspets of theliquid-lead radiator is given in Ref.[1℄, while Ref. [2℄aounts for simulations done to determine neutronbeam harateristis and detetor responses. The lat-ter is also reported upon in another ontribution tothis annual report.[1℄ A. Altstadt et al, A photo-neutron soure for time-of-�ight measurements at the radiation soure ELBE,Ann. Nul. Energy 34 (2007) 36[2℄ J. Klug et al, Development of a neutron time-of-�ightsoure at the ELBE aelerator, Nul. Instr. Meth. A(to be submitted)1Inst. of Safety Researh, FZD2TU Dresden3Department for Tehn. Infrastruture, FZD4Department of Researh Tehnology, FZD 56


